
Solving vacancy in greek 
housing



The root of the problem
- Why do fraternities suffer from higher vacancy rates than other property 

classes?
- Size of the house stays the same, size of the tenant pool is constantly changing

- Fix: be able to grow the pool of potential tenants



Scope of the problem in your chapter
- Where is your association in the fraternity life cycle?

- Type 1: No active chapter
- Type 2: Looking to grow number of members aggressively
- Type 3: Comfortable number of members, want to maintain quantity and increase quality 

- My hypotheses:
- Vacancy in the summer is higher than vacancy during the academic year
- Chapters with more members have less vacancy



What we’ll cover today
- A solution for associations struggling with specifically summer revenue
- How the company I started, Clean Floors & Locking Doors, helps type 1 and 2 

associations that are looking to decrease vacancy year round
- How to copy what CF&LD does for your chapter



Type 3 Chapters: 
The Alpha Zeta solution for summer housing

- Alpha Zeta’s undergrads have enough connections on campus to fill up the 
house over summer

- Create an entrepreneurial experience for dedicated undergrads to solve the 
problem for you and run the house over summer

- The association picks between groups of undergrads submitting bids and 
proposals

- Proposals are a) how they’ll run the summer operations b) how much they’ll pay the 
association in rent

- We have sample proposals from Alpha Zeta available afterwards



 Let’s see how the program has performed since it was started in 2009. The Alpha 
Zeta chapter was refounded in 2007. 

- The association collects more money AND a higher % of gross over time todo covid mention here
- In 2018 summer monthly revenue supasses academic year monthly revenue
-
-

*Construction during summer of 2016 limited house occupancy, association 
income was $20,000, gross revenue $52,500



What summer managers actually do
- Collect rent, deposits, and signed leases from tenants and brothers

- Bring in outside tenants by leveraging the chapter’s social connections

- Risk management to keep the house from burning down over summer



Type 1 and 2 associations:
Getting year round renters

 



Type 1 and 2 chapters & Property Managers

- If you still have vacancy, you probably should be paying more commission for 
renters your property manager finds

- The managers of your fraternity house are less likely to be great at filling 
vacancies in it



Stacking up against the competition
 Fraternity House Subletting student apartment Apartment Lease

Flexible lease lengths

A la carte

Price

Location

Food plans

Summer social experience with 
other college students

Website

Flexible lease lengths

A la carte

Shared with fewer people

You live with who you want to

Shared with fewer people

Website



Advertising

From our very own Delta Chapter at MIT When it comes to pictures, the more the merrier!



What it takes to get a single tenant
- 7 tenants referred at SJSU
- 180 people reached out
- 898 emails / facebook messages exchange
- ~128 messages per lease
- ~23 messages per tenant that signed a 

lease
- 3/7 tenants referred used default interested 

response when reaching out



How CF&LD takes tenants from interested to signed
- Advertise in the places potential tenants are looking
- Trading messages 
- Runs background and credit checks
- Sends out electronic leases for an association member and the tenant to sign
- Puts the tenant and association in touch when the lease is signed and the 

tenant is ready to pay rent and deposit



The end

Send an email to tyler@cf-ld.com
See a sample proposal and summer house 
manager agreement on our website


